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The film follows a loose network
of activist groups, individuals and
politicians through the story of
the rise, fracturing, sudden
decline and then disappearance
of this movement and then
retraces the way in which their
combined efforts, energies and
strategies served to effectively
tear away the Rep of Ireland's
veneer of neutrality and nonalignment in the post September
11th era of the 'War on Terror'.
More Info: indymedia.ie/article/84775
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‘Route
Irish’

Few know that a majority of US
Troops travel through Ireland on
the way to Iraq - in spite of
Ireland's constitutionally
mandated neutrality and nonalignment.

This Indymedia film documents
the emergence of the Irish
antiwar movement between 2002
and 2006 and of the broad
popular opposition to the US
military use of Ireland's civilian
Shannon Airport in the buildup
First Screening Outside Ireland to, invasion of, and occupation
of Iraq.
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